November 1, 2019
Project 13-1347 B

PROJECT UPDATE
BENEDET DRIVE FROM SOUTH SHERIDAN WAY TO UNA ROAD
CITY OF MISSISSAUGA
We wish to thank you for your patience and courtesy while we have been working in front of your
home. I’m sure you’ll be glad to know that this section of the work is almost complete.
During construction, we had experienced several delays that were beyond our control. As a result, we
are providing you with an update so that you are aware of the next steps with regards to the work on
your street.
At this point, all the new watermain has been installed and is currently being pressure tested and
disinfected. Samples of the water in the new watermain will be taken and sent to a lab for analysis.
These test samples will need to pass after which the new watermain can be connected to the existing
water system. Two connections need to be made, one at the entrance to Kogaydiwin Park near Una
Road and the other at South Sheridan Way. Once these connections have been made, restoration of
the roadway, curb, any sidewalk, boulevards, and driveway ramps will occur. This restoration is
anticipated to occur in late November to mid-December. Since it is late in the season, if the weather
does not cooperate, some of this restoration work will have to occur in the spring. However, once the
connections are made to the existing water system, the one-way lane closure at South Sheridan Way
will be removed and the roadway will return to normal.
If your water service must be interrupted during the final connections, you will receive an advance
notice indicating the date and time. However, at this time, we do not anticipate any water service
interruptions.
We appreciate your co-operation during the completion of the work.
If you have any questions, call me at 905-791-7800 x 7832 or email me at nicole.sartor@peelregion.ca.
Thank you!
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